Spyderco

2010 Spyderco Mid-Year Supplemental Catalog

At Spyderco quality is not an accident. It’s the result of focused intention, earnest effort, intelligent direction and careful execution. The result is the sum of wise choices and doing everything possible to make quality knives, where steel meets the task.
Bi-Directional Texturing molded FRN handles have now streamlined, eliminating any angles to catch or rub in a pocket. We lengthened the blade's tip and added new shapes for skid-free and ergonomic handling. Its C.Q.I. - Constant Quality action and more consistent manufacturing proves it leaves a fiber of tightly interlocked chains of carbon atoms when laminated into sheets, the temperatures expelling most of the non-carbon strands. Carbon strands a weaving method making circular and swirled a basket pattern, but Japanese makers have devised a blending elements of both Michael Walker’s motion, like a bullet-train picking up speed and experiencing its pure functionality, and Fred has been a world-vetted tae kwon do and stick-fighting champion, a professional French Army Commando, a professional writer, a martial arts instructor and one of France’s most recognized professional folders. Jason’s hard-use outdoor designs, building on the greatest use (think, digging ground, focusing strength on the application). The latest product of his alliance with Spyderco/Breeden Rescue, is the second collaboration, the Captain. Critics who creates odd-shaped blades with his first all Breeden designs, it reflects Persistence is smallest, the new Resilience the largest. All meet Value Folders, bears the name Spyderco collaboration, the Captain. Critics changed their tune after using the Captain. C10F SPECS Steel: VG-10 Weight: 3.4oz (96g) Edge: P Country of Origin: Japan Clip: Left/Right Tip Carry: Up/Down ▲▼ C10F SPECS Steel: VG-10 Weight: 2.3oz (64g) Edge: P Country of Origin: Japan Clip: Left/Right Tip Carry: Up/Down ▲▼ MEASUREMENTS Overall Length-Open: 8 3/4in. (222mm) Overall Length-Closed: 5in. (127mm) Cutting Edge Length: 3 7/16in. (88mm) Blade Length: 3 3/4in. (96mm) MEASUREMENTS Overall Length-Open: 7 1/8in. (181mm) Overall Length-Closed: 4 1/4in. (108mm) Cutting Edge Length: 2 9/16in. (65mm) Blade Length: 2 7/8in. (73mm) C10F ENDURA C11F DELICA with full-flat ground blade & colored handles Classic Endura4 and Delica4 Lightweights are now available in blue, green, brown, gray and purple with full-flat ground blades. Injection molded FRN handles have Bi-Directional Texturing® covering both sides for tactile traction and slip-resistant grip. Dual skeletonized stainless liners elevate sturdiness and rigidity without adding weight and double as an anchor for attaching external/internal components. Blades are full-flat-ground VG-10 with a thin cutting edge and 15mm Spyderco Round Hole. Phosphor bronze washers. Four-way clip: tip-up/tip-down, left/right-hand.
C81-2 PARA-MILITARY2

Why change something if it works? Because we practice the principle of C.Q.I. - Constant Quality Improvement. If we can improve it, refine it, upgrade ergos or enhance cutting performance, we do it. Our 2010 Para-Military2 has several changes. We’ve narrowed the handle for better ergonomics. The (closed) blade profile is now streamlined, eliminating any angles to catch or rub in a pocket. Ambidextrously friendly four-way clip carries tip-up/tip-down, left/right-hand and rests deeper in the pocket. We lengthened the blade’s tip and added more surface jimping. A larger lanyard hole for a broader variety of attachment options. Implementation of our new Bushing Pivot System generates fluid action and more consistent manufacturing tolerances. Refinements to the overall construction from the G-10 textured handle to the CPM-S30V steel full-flat blade shout sharper performance and comfort. Compression Lock®.

C81-2 SPECS
Steel: CPM-S30V
Weight: 3.7oz (107g)
Edge: P/PS/S
Country of Origin: U.S.A.
Clip: Left/Right 
Tip Carry: Up/Down ▼▲

MEASUREMENTS
Overall Length-Open: 8 9/32in. (210mm)
Overall Length-Closed: 4 13/16in. (122mm)
Cutting Edge Length: 3 5/64in. (78mm)
Blade Length: 3 7/16in. (87mm)
The Manix2 has been well received since its 2010 release. An all-black version arrives Summer 2010 with DLC (diamond-like coating) black blade, black screws and black silhouette pocket clip. It features the Ball Bearing Lock® which consists of a hardened free-floating ball bearing contained in a custom hi-tech polymer cage. The round ball bearing allows the lock to self-adjust across a large surface, smoothly and consistently locking-up with solid confidence. Matte black non-reflective 154-CM blade is hollow-ground with aggressive thumb serrations (jimping) above a super-sized 14mm Spyderco Round Hole. Full-length internal liners are scalloped around the edges, extending slightly beyond the G-10 handle scales adding jimping to a large portion of the handle’s perimeter. Three-screw clip is left/right-hand friendly and positions the folder tip-up when carried.

C101BK SPECS
Steel: 154-CM
Weight: 5oz (143g)
Edge: P
Country of Origin: U.S.A.
Clip: Left/Right
Tip Carry: Up ▲

MEASUREMENTS
Overall Length-Open: 8in. (203mm)
Overall Length-Closed: 4 5/8in. (117mm)
Cutting Edge Length: 2 7/8in. (73mm)
Blade Length: 3 3/8in. (86mm)

The latest product of his alliance with Perotti and Sacha Thiel. The lock is a crossbreed, blending elements of both Michael Walker’s LinerLock and right hand pocket clip. This new technology is a VG-10 flat-ground blade, fiber patterns. The result is revolutionary. Add to this new technology is a VG-10 flat-ground blade, with finger choil, spine jimping and a tapered swedge. The lock functions as a frame-lock but a G-10 scale extending slightly beyond the G-10 handle scales. The SuperLeaf blades are broad and flat-ground design that shines in any application. Spyderco is often associated with leaf-shaped blades. They’re a time tested performance-for-performance the Resilience blade. Feature-for-feature, dollar-for-dollar, Value Folders, bears the name of admirable human characteristics. Our economical NISHIGUN is artistry in knifemaking, Chinese folders. Knifemaker Bob Lum died in 2007 but his knife was his art. Jason’s hard-use outdoor experiences in the Appalachian Tenacious is mid-sized, and our Resilience is artistry in knifemaking, Chinese folders. Knifemaker Bob Lum died in 2007 but his knife was his art. Jason’s hard-use outdoor experiences in the Appalachian Tenacious is mid-sized, and our Resilience is artistry in knifemaking, Chinese folders. Knifemaker Bob Lum died in 2007 but his knife was his art. Jason’s hard-use outdoor experiences in the Appalachian Tenacious is mid-sized, and our Resilience is artistry in knifemaking, Chinese folders. Knifemaker Bob Lum died in 2007 but his knife was his art. Jason’s hard-use outdoor experiences in the Appalachian Tenacious is mid-sized, and our Resilience is artistry in knifemaking, Chinese folders. Knifemaker Bob Lum died in 2007 but his knife was his art. Jason’s hard-use outdoor experiences in the Appalachian Tenacious is mid-sized, and our Resilience is artistry in knifemaking, Chinese folders. Knifemaker Bob Lum died in 2007 but his knife was his art. Jason’s hard-use outdoor experiences in the Appalachian Tenacious is mid-sized, and our Resilience is artistry in knifemaking, Chinese folders. Knifemaker Bob Lum died in 2007 but his knife was his art. Jason’s hard-use outdoor experiences in the Appalachian Tenacious is mid-sized, and our Resilience is artistry in knifemaking, Chinese folders. Knifemaker Bob Lum died in 2007 but his knife was his art. Jason’s hard-use outdoor experiences in the Appalachian Tenacious is mid-sized, and our Resilience is artistry in knifemaking, Chinese folders. Knifemaker Bob Lum died in 2007 but his knife was his art. Jason’s hard-use outdoor experiences in the Appalachian Tenacious is mid-sized, and our Resilience is artistry in knifemaking, Chinese folders. Knifemaker Bob Lum died in 2007 but his knife was his art. Jason’s hard-use outdoor experiences in the Appalachian Tenacious is mid-sized, and our Resilience is artistry in knifemaking, Chinese folders. Knifemaker Bob Lum died in 2007 but his knife was his art. Jason’s hard-use outdoor experiences in the Appalachian Tenacious is mid-sized, and our Resilience is artistry in knifemaking, Chinese folders. Knifemaker Bob Lum died in 2007 but his knife was his art. Jason’s hard-use outdoor experiences in the Appalachian Tenacious is mid-sized, and our Resilience is artistry in knifemaking, Chinese folders. Knifemaker Bob Lum died in 2007 but his knife was his art. Jason’s hard-use outdoor experiences in the Appalachian Tenacious is mid-sized, and our Resilience is artistry in knifemaking, Chinese folders. Knifemaker Bob Lum died in 2007 but his knife was his art. Jason’s hard-use outdoor experiences in the Appalachian Tenacious is mid-sized, and our Resilience is artistry in knifemaking, Chinese folders. Knifemaker Bob Lum died in 2007 but his knife was his art. Jason’s hard-use outdoor experiences in the Appalachian Tenacious is mid-sized, and our Resilience is artistry in knifemaking, Chinese folders. Knifemaker Bob Lum died in 2007 but his knife was his art. Jason’s hard-use outdoor experiences in the Appalachian Tenacious is mid-sized, and our Resilience is artistry in knifemaking, Chinese folders. Knifemaker Bob Lum died in 2007 but his knife was his art. Jason’s hard-use outdoor experiences in the Appalachian Tenacious is mid-sized, and our Resilience is artistry in knifemaking, Chinese folders. Knifemaker Bob Lum died in 2007 but his knife was his art. Jason’s hard-use outdoor experiences in the Appalachian Tenacious is mid-sized, and our Resilience is artistry in knifemaking, Chinese folders. Knifemaker Bob Lum died in 2007 but his knife was his art. Jason’s hard-use outdoor experiences in the Appalachian Tenacious is mid-sized, and our Resilience is artistry in knifemaking, Chinese folders. Knifemaker Bob Lum died in 2007 but his knife was his art. Jason’s hard-use outdoor experiences in the Appalachian Tenacious is mid-sized, and our Resilience is artistry in knifemaking, Chinese folders. Knifemaker Bob Lum died in 2007 but his knife was his art. Jason’s hard-use outdoor experiences in the Appalachian Tenacious is mid-sized, and our Resilience is artistry in knifemaking, Chinese folders. Knifemaker Bob Lum died in 2007 but his knife was his art. Jason’s hard-use outdoor experiences in the Appalachian Tenacious is mid-sized, and our Resilience is artistry in knifemaking, Chinese folders. Knifemaker Bob Lum died in 2007 but his knife was his art. Jason’s hard-use outdoor experiences in the Appalachian Tenacious is mid-sized, and our Resilience is artistry in knifemaking, Chinese folders. Knifemaker Bob Lum died in 2007 but his knife was his art. Jason’s hard-use outdoor experiences in the Appalachian Tenacious is mid-sized, and our Resilience is artistry in knifemaking, Chinese folders. Knifemaker Bob Lum died in 2007 but his knife was his art. Jason’s hard-use outdoor experiences in the Appalachian Tenacious is mid-sized, and our Resilience is artistry in knifemaking, Chinese folders. Knifemaker Bob Lum died in 2007 but his knife was his art. Jason’s hard-use outdoor experiences in the Appalachian Tenacious is mid-sized, and our Resilience is artistry in knifemaking, Chinese folders. Knifemaker Bob Lum died in 2007 but his knife was his art. Jason’s hard-use outdoor experiences in the Appalachian Tenacious is mid-sized, and our Resilience is artistry in knifemaking, Chinese folders. Knifemaker Bob Lum died in 2007 but his knife was his art. Jason’s hard-use outdoor experiences in the Appalachian Tenacious is mid-sized, and our Resilience is artistry in knifemaking, Chinese folders. Knifemaker Bob Lum died in 2007 but his knife was his art. Jason’s hard-use outdoor experiences in the Appalachian Tenacious is mid-sized, and our Resilience is artistry in knifemaking, Chinese folders. Knifemaker Bob Lum died in 2007 but his knife was his art. Jason’s hard-use outdoor experiences in the Appalachian Tenacious is mid-sized, and our Resilience is artistry in knifemaking, Chinese folders. Knifemaker Bob Lum died in 2007 but his knife was his art. Jason’s hard-use outdoor experiences in the Appalachian Tenacious is mid-sized, and our Resilience is artistry in knifemaking, Chinese folders.
Bi-Directional Texturing

- Molded FRN handles have ground blades.
- Injection colored handles with full-flat internal components.
- Blades anchor for attaching external/traction and slip-resistant grip.
- Full-flat-ground VG-10 are full-flat-ground VG-10.

### Spyderco RESILIENCE

- **Blade Length:** 3 7/16in. (87mm)
- **Cutting Edge Length:** 4 11/16in. (119mm)
- **Overall Length-Closed:** 1 15/16in. (49mm)
- **Overall Length-Open:** 2 5/8in. (67mm)
- **Country of Origin:** Japan
- **Steel:** VG-10
- **Weight:** 5.4oz (154g)

### Spyderco Persistence

- **Blade Length:** 3 3/8in. (86mm)
- **Cutting Edge Length:** 4 5/8in. (117mm)
- **Overall Length-Closed:** 8in. (203mm)
- **Overall Length-Open:** 8 3/4in. (222mm)
- **Country of Origin:** China
- **Steel:** C65CF
- **Weight:** 3.0oz (86g)

### Spyderco C.Q.I.

- **Blade Length:** 2 7/8in. (73mm)
- **Cutting Edge Length:** 4 1/4in. (108mm)
- **Overall Length-Closed:** 4 7/16in. (113mm)
- **Overall Length-Open:** 3 3/8in. (86mm)
- **Tip Carry:** Up/Down
- **Clip:** Left/Right
- **Country of Origin:** Japan
- **Steel:** C101BK
- **Weight:** 1.3oz (37g)

### Spyderco BLADE

- **Blade Length:** 3 3/8in. (86mm)
- **Cutting Edge Length:** 4 7/16in. (113mm)
- **Overall Length-Closed:** 8in. (203mm)
- **Overall Length-Open:** 10 5/8in. (270mm)
- **Country of Origin:** Japan
- **Steel:** C135
- **Weight:** 2.5oz (70g)

### Spyderco BLACK BLADE

- **Blade Length:** 2 7/8in. (73mm)
- **Cutting Edge Length:** 4 5/8in. (117mm)
- **Overall Length-Closed:** 8in. (203mm)
- **Overall Length-Open:** 11 5/8in. (295mm)
- **Country of Origin:** Japan
- **Steel:** C139
- **Weight:** 2.5oz (70g)

### Spyderco JASON BREEDEN

- **Blade Length:** 3 3/8in. (86mm)
- **Cutting Edge Length:** 4 7/16in. (113mm)
- **Overall Length-Closed:** 8in. (203mm)
- **Overall Length-Open:** 10 5/8in. (270mm)
- **Country of Origin:** Japan
- **Steel:** C141
- **Weight:** 3.8oz (108g)

### Spyderco SPECS

- **Blade Length:** 2 7/8in. (73mm)
- **Cutting Edge Length:** 4 5/8in. (117mm)
- **Overall Length-Closed:** 8in. (203mm)
- **Overall Length-Open:** 11 5/8in. (270mm)
- **Country of Origin:** Japan
- **Steel:** C142
- **Weight:** 5.2oz (148g)
C135 PERRIN PPT

Fred Perrin doesn’t sit still, figuratively or physically. He’s perpetually in motion, like a bullet-train picking up speed, as evidenced by his resume. Fred has been a world-vetted taekwondo and stick-fighting champion, a French Army Commando, a professional writer, a martial arts instructor and one of France’s most recognized professional knifemakers and he’s only in his forties. The latest product of his alliance with Spyderco is the Perrin PPT folder. P.P.T. refers to folder’s three designers; Fred Perrin, Philippe Perotti and Sacha Thiel. The lock is a crossbreed, blending elements of both Michael Walker’s LinerLock and Chris Reeve’s Reeve Integral Lock. The lock functions as a frame-lock but a G-10 scale overlaying the lock looks very LinerLockish. The black G-10 handle scales are milled with corrugated creases for skid-free and ergonomic handling. Its CPM-S30V steel blade is a modified-Wharncliffe profile with a finger choil, spine jimping and a tapered swedge. Screw together construction. Left/right deep-carry pocket clip and lanyard hole open the door for endless attachment options.

C135 SPECS

Steel: CPM-S30V
Weight: 5.3oz (150g)
Edge: P
Country of Origin: Taiwan
Clip: Left/Right
Tip Carry: Up

MEASUREMENTS

Overall Length-Open: 7 3/8 in. (187mm)
Overall Length-Closed: 4 1/4in. (108mm)
Cutting Edge Length: 2 11/16in. (68mm)
Blade Length: 3 5/32in. (80mm)
C139 JASON BREEDEN RESCUE

Can a fledgling Knifemaker’s style be established after just two knives? Jason Breeden’s has. He earned distinction as the knife designer who creates odd-shaped blades with his first Spyderco collaboration, the Captain. Critics changed their tune after using the Captain and experiencing its pure functionality, and dismissing its quirky appearance as inconsequential. His second collaboration, the Spyderco/Breeden Rescue, is equally unconventional. Like all Breeden designs, it reflects Jason’s hard-use outdoor experiences in the Appalachian Mountains. A Sheepfoot-looking VG-10 blade is hollow-ground, focusing strength on the tip of the blade where a knife sees the greatest use (think, digging or prying). The blade is thinned at the spine with a swedge-grind for balance and reduced weight. Black G-10 handle has a Walker LinerLock, four-way silhouette pocket clip and piped lanyard hole.

C139 SPECS

Steel: VG-10
Weight: 4.5oz (127g)
Edge: P
Country of Origin: Japan
Clip: Left/Right
Tip Carry: Up/Down

MEASUREMENTS

Overall Length-Open: 7 7/8in. (199mm)
Overall Length-Closed: 4 7/16in. (113mm)
Cutting Edge Length: 2 15/16in. (75mm)
Blade Length: 3 9/16in. (86mm)
Spyderco is often associated with leaf-shaped blades. They’re a time tested design that shines in any application. Leaf blades are broad and flat-ground from edge to spine. Requests for a super-sized Leaf keep coming and in response, our SuperLeaf fulfills with a full fat-ground VG-10 PlainEdge blade. A large expansion at the back of the black G-10 handle provides better control and grip while pulling and cutting and a hard-use rated Compression Lock® keeps it safely locked open. Left/right tip-up wire clip.

**C140 SUPERLEAF**

**C140 SPECS**
- Steel: VG-10
- Weight: 4.7oz (140g)
- Edge: P
- Country of Origin: Japan
- Clip: Left/Right
- Tip Carry: Up

**MEASUREMENTS**
- Overall Length-Open: 7 15/16 in. (202mm)
- Overall Length-Closed: 4 11/16 in. (119mm)
- Cutting Edge Length: 2 13/16 in. (71mm)
- Blade Length: 3 7/16 in. (87mm)
**C141 BALANCE**

Balance is a state of equilibrium or equal distribution. In our case it’s an Ed Schempp folder that is symmetrical on each end when closed. Odd looks aside, when in the hand it’s ergonomically proportional and a natural fit. The VG-10 blade rears up in a radical curve with a deep finger choil. When the index finger sits in the choil, the blade feels like an extension of your hand. The enlarged Spyderco Round Hole is dead center on the blade when closed and perfectly off-centered when open, positioning the thumb for smooth one-hand use. Carbon fiber handle. Screw together construction. Four way, left/right, tip-up/tip-down hourglass stainless clip. Piped lanyard. Symphonic fit and finish.

**C141 SPECS**

- **Steel:** VG-10
- **Weight:** 1.3oz (37g)
- **Edge:** P
- **Country of Origin:** Japan
- **Clip:** Left/Right 
- **Tip Carry:** Up/Down ▼▲

**MEASUREMENTS**

- **Overall Length-Open:** 4 7/16in. (113mm)
- **Overall Length-Closed:** 2 5/8in. (67mm)
- **Cutting Edge Length:** 1 1/4in. (32mm)
- **Blade Length:** 1 15/16in. (49mm)
Spyderco’s collection of Value Folders, bears the name of admirable human characteristics. Our economical Persistence is smallest, the Tenacious is mid-sized, and our new Resilience the largest. All meet and exceed our goal, of providing a level of cutting performance and construction at a price-point that makes you say “hmm”? The C142 combines the very best Spyderco features: a 4-way Clip, screw-together construction, phosphor bronze bushings, skeletonized steel liners, an enlarged opening hole, and spine and liner jimping with a flat-ground blade 8Cr13MoV blade. Feature-for-feature, dollar-for-dollar, performance-for-performance the Resilience adds one more must-have, best buy to the Spyderco line-up.

**C142 RESILIENCE**

**C142 SPECS**
- Steel: 8Cr13MoV
- Weight: 5.4oz (156g)
- Edge: P
- Country of Origin: China
- Clip: Left/Right
- Tip Carry: Up/Down

**MEASUREMENTS**
- Overall Length-Open: 9 3/8in. (238mm)
- Overall Length-Closed: 5 1/4in. (133mm)
- Cutting Edge Length: 4 1/4in. (108mm)
- Blade Length: 4 1/4in. (108mm)
Knifemaker Bob Lum died in 2007 but his knife designs remain timeless. His legacy Chinese Folder is artistry in knifemaking, true to Asian knives in its purity, simplicity and function. Share the word; we’re unveiling two new Lum Chinese folders.

**C65CF LUM**
**CHINESE FOLDER**
**NISHIGUN**
**CARBON FIBER**

Carbon fiber manufacturing is part chemical, part mechanical. Carbon strands are drawn into fibers then heated to high temperatures expelling most of the non-carbon atoms. We call this carbonization and it leaves a fiber of tightly inter-locked chains of carbon atoms when laminated into sheets, the resulting material is perfect for hard, lightweight and wear-resistance knife handles. Conventional carbon fiber is woven horizontally and vertically in a basket pattern, but Japanese makers have devised a weaving method making circular and swirled fiber patterns. The result is revolutionary. Add to this new technology is a VG-10 flat-ground blade, Walker LinerLock and right hand pocket clip.

**C65CF SPECS**
Steel: VG-10
Weight: 3.0oz (86g)
Edge: P
Country of Origin: Japan
Clip: Right ▲
Tip Carry: Up/Down ▼▲

**MEASUREMENTS**
Overall Length-Open: 7 3/16in. (183mm)
Overall Length-Closed: 4 1/4in. (108mm)
Cutting Edge Length: 2 7/8in. (73mm)
Blade Length: 3 5/32in. (80mm)
Bob Lum did something no one else has. He created a genesis, fusing a traditional Chinese fixed blade and its ancient essence with features found in modern folding knives resulting in a knife that stuns with historical beauty and cuts with modern impeccability. The large Chinese Folder has a flat-ground VG-10 blade. The handle is black peel-ply G-10 with a Walker LinerLock and 4-way tip-up/tip-down, left-right-hand pocket clip. Tradition turned into an ergonomic folder.

### C143 SPECS
- **Steel:** VG-10
- **Weight:** 4.3oz (123g)
- **Edge:** P
- **Country of Origin:** Japan
- **Clip:** Left/Right
- **Tip Carry:** Up/Down

### MEASUREMENTS
- **Overall Length-Open:** 8 9/16in. (217mm)
- **Overall Length-Closed:** 5 1/32in. (128mm)
- **Cutting Edge Length:** 3 7/16in. (87mm)
- **Blade Length:** 3 3/4in. (95mm)
Why SLIPITS?

Knife buyers can appreciate the traditional aspects of non-locking folders and often gravitate to this knife style because where they live/work could have laws prohibiting carrying/using pocketknives that lock open. Spyderco perceived a gap between traditional slipjoints and today’s modern locking folders and created a line of knives called SLIPITS. SLIPITS are reliable, cosmopolitan non-locking folders which open one-handedly, have a finger choil for comfort and safety and are conveniently accessible. Their blades are held open by a notched joint at the knife’s pivot that produces resistance functionally similar to traditional slip-joint penknives. SLIPITS are the synthesis of modern and traditional knife designs.

*Beginning summer of 2010 our Lightweight UK Penknives will have a blade steel change from GIN-1 to new Carpenter BD-1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C94CF SPECS</th>
<th>C94Ti SPECS</th>
<th>C138 SPECS</th>
<th>BY03-2 SPECS</th>
<th>BY03G-2 SPECS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blade Length:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Blade Length:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Blade Length:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Blade Length:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Blade Length:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 1/8in. (77mm)</td>
<td>2 5/16in. (59mm)</td>
<td>2 5/8in. (67mm)</td>
<td>3 7/16in. (87mm)</td>
<td>2 1/4in. (57mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cutting Edge Length:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Cutting Edge Length:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Cutting Edge Length:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Cutting Edge Length:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Cutting Edge Length:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 1/16in. (52mm)</td>
<td>2 1/2in. (63mm)</td>
<td>4 1/32in. /102mm</td>
<td>4 3/4in. (121mm)</td>
<td>4 3/16in. (105mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Overall Length-Closed:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Overall Length-Closed:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Overall Length-Closed:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Overall Length-Closed:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Overall Length-Closed:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 15/16in. (175mm)</td>
<td>5 1/32in. (128mm)</td>
<td>8 1/2in. (216mm)</td>
<td>8 1/2in. (216mm)</td>
<td>8 1/16in. (205mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Overall Length-Open:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Overall Length-Open:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Overall Length-Open:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Overall Length-Open:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Overall Length-Open:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 1/16in. (231mm)</td>
<td>6 1/2in. (165mm)</td>
<td>9 3/4in. (248mm)</td>
<td>9 3/4in. (248mm)</td>
<td>9 1/4in. (237mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Left/Right Tip Carry:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Left/Right Tip Carry:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Left/Right Tip Carry:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Left/Right Tip Carry:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Left/Right Tip Carry:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 7/16in. (87mm)</td>
<td>2 5/16in. (59mm)</td>
<td>3 7/32in. (95mm)</td>
<td>2 5/16in. (59mm)</td>
<td>2 19/32in. (65mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weight:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Weight:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Weight:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Weight:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Weight:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2oz (63g)</td>
<td>1.4oz (39g)</td>
<td>5.6oz (160g)</td>
<td>3oz (85g)</td>
<td>3oz (85g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Country of Origin:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Country of Origin:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Country of Origin:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Country of Origin:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Country of Origin:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>U.S.A.</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Spyderco Knives Inc.**
820 Spyderco Way
Golden, Colorado 80403
F: 303-278-2229
P: 303-279-8383 or 1-800-525-7770

At Spyderco quality is not an accident. It’s the result of a good design, superior materials, and careful execution. The result is the best quality knives, where steel meets the task.
**SLIPITS**

**C94Ti**

UK PenKnife with lightweight titanium handle and CPM-S30V blade. Notch joint has smoother action than a traditional slip joint and a deep finger choil. An Olympian among SLIPITS.

- Made in Golden, Colorado
- Ambidextrous deep-pocket tip-up wire clip
- Finger choil
- Spine jimping
- Full flat-ground blade

---

**C94Ti SPECS**

- **Steel:** CPM-S30V
- **Weight:** 3.6oz (102g)
- **Country of Origin:** U.S.A.
- **Clip:** Left/Right
- **Tip Carry:** Up

**MEASUREMENTS**

- **Overall Length-Open:** 6 15/16in. (175mm)
- **Overall Length-Closed:** 4 1/16in. (103mm)
- **Cutting Edge Length:** 2 5/8in. (67mm)
- **Blade Length:** 2 15/16in. (74mm)
The Urban Professional among SLIPITS.

- Made in Golden, Colorado
- Ambidextrous deep-pocket tip-up wire clip
- Finger choil
- Spine jimping
- Full flat-ground blade

**C94CF**

UK PenKnife with carbon fiber handle and CPM-S30V blade. The result is the Mid-Year Supplemental Catalog.

**C138 GRASSHOPPER**

Micro-sized SLIPIT GrassHoppers draw remarks like “how cute” (a beneficial perception in a knife-cautious world) yet offer real-world cutting proficiency. Similar in size to conventional penknives, their discreet Cr3 blades are just over two-inches long. Their blades are held open, not locked, by resistant pressure at pivot area. GrassHopper handles are chamfered for comfort without rigid corners to dig or bite into a gripping hand. Lanyard-hole accommodates a pendant-chain or keyring.

**C94CF SPECS**

- Steel: Cr3
- Weight: 1.4oz (39g)
- Edge: P
- Country of Origin: China

**C138 SPECS**

- Steel: Cr3
- Weight: 1.4oz (39g)
- Edge: P
- Country of Origin: China

**MEASUREMENTS**

- Overall Length-Open: 5 1/32in. (128mm)
- Overall Length-Closed: 2 3/4in. (70mm)
- Cutting Edge Length: 2 1/16in. (52mm)
- Blade Length: 2 5/16in. (59mm)

**C94CF SPECS**

- Steel: CPM-S30V
- Weight: 2.2oz (63g)
- Edge: P
- Country of Origin: U.S.A.
- Clip: Left/Right Up

**MEASUREMENTS**

- Overall Length-Open: 6 15/16in. (176mm)
- Overall Length-Closed: 4 1/16in. (103mm)
- Cutting Edge Length: 2 5/8in. (67mm)
- Blade Length: 2 15/16in. (74mm)
MOL1 MOLLE ADAPTER PLATE

MOLLE (Modular Lightweight Load-carrying Equipment) is the current system of load-bearing equipment based on the Pouch Attachment Ladder System (PALS). Consisting of a grid of nylon webbing, it allows the modular attachment of pouches and other equipment to achieve customized and mission-specific configurations.

Spyderco’s new MOLLE Adapter Plate is a complete kit of components allowing end-users to quickly and easily mount their Spyderco sheath knives to any MOLLE platform with a vertical (handle-up or handle-down) or horizontal orientation. The heart of the system is a Boltaron® adapter plate that is attached to the MOLLE with one or two MALICE® Clips (included). Screws, washers, and Chicago screw posts are then used to mount the sheath of your Spyderco fixed-blade knife sheath using the existing holes for the G-Clip or large Tek-Lok™. The adapter plate kit comes with an optional Velcro® strap that can be used as a secondary retention device when secured around the handle of your knife. Includes detailed instructions and hardware necessary to mount any Spyderco fixed-blade or knives with mounting holes compatible with the G-Clip or large or small Tek-Loks.

Country of Origin: U.S.A.
3” (76mm) x 6-3/8” (162mm)
2.41oz (68.5g)
Next evolution of the Cara Cara2 has a flat-ground blade and chamfered stainless handle, offering pure high-performance without a large price tag.

- Ambidextrous tip-up/tip-down clip
- Spine and choil jimping
- Phosphor bronze bushings for smooth open/close action
- David Boye Dent
- Full flat-ground blade
- Country of Origin: China
Revamped G-10 Cara Cara2 with a flat-ground blade, spine jimping and a David Boye Dent. 4-way clip.

- Ambidextrous tip-up/tip-down clip
- Spine and choil jimping
- Skeletonized nested handle liners
- Screw construction
- Phosphor bronze bushings for smooth open/close action
- David Boye Dent
- Full flat-ground blade
- Country of Origin: China

**BY03G-2 SPECS**
- Steel: 8Cr13MoV
- Weight: 4.25oz (121g)
- Edge: P
- Country of Origin: China
- Clip: Left/Right
- Tip Carry: Up/Down

**MEASUREMENTS**
- Overall Length-Open: 8 1/2in. (216mm)
- Overall Length-Closed: 4 3/4in. (121mm)
- Cutting Edge Length: 3 3/16in. (81mm)
- Blade Length: 3 3/4in. (95mm)
BY04BK-2
MEADOWLARK2
LIGHTWEIGHT

The Meadowlark2's 3-inch blade is full flat ground, perfectly proportioned for efficiency and cutting power. Handle flaunts new deeper texturing in the fiberglass reinforced nylon (FRN) for even better retention.

- Ambidextrous tip-up/tip-down clip
- Spine and choil jimping
- Skeletonized nested handle liners
- Screw construction
- Phosphor bronze bushings for smooth open/close action
- FRN Bi-Directional Textured handle™
- David Boye Dent
- Full flat-ground blade
- Country of Origin: China

BY04BK-2 SPECS
Steel: 8Cr13MoV
Weight: 2.4oz (67g)
Edge: P/P
Country of Origin: China
Clip: Left/Right
Tip Carry: Up/Down ▼▲

MEASUREMENTS
Overall Length-Open: 6 13/16in. (173mm)
Overall Length-Closed: 4 1/32in. (102mm)
Cutting Edge Length: 2 3/8in. (61mm)
Blade Length: 2 7/8in. (73mm)
Spyderco® Knives Inc.
820 Spyderco Way
Golden, Colorado 80403

P: 303-279-8383 or 1-800-525-7770
F: 303-278-2229

sales@spyderco.com
www.spyderco.com  www.byrdknife.com